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ABSTRACT

Three  groups  of  12  subjects,  all  65  years  of  age  or  older,  were  administ,er-

ed  t,he  Short  Port,able  Mental  Status  Qtiestionnaire   (SRESQ)  and  the  Cant,er

Background  Interference  Procedure   (B[P).     The  three  groups  consisted  of

psychiat,ric  inpatients ,  psychiatr.ic  outpatient,s  and  community  volunteers,

and  various  demographic  dat,a  were   obtained  for  each  subject.     Demographic

variable  results,  as  well  as  results  on  the  two  assessmend  devices  were

compared  wit,h  psychiatric  diagnosis  regarding  t,he  presence  of  Organic  Brain

Syndrome.     Educat,ional  level  was  t,he  only  demographic  variable  significa.nt,ly

relat,ed  to  diagnosis  in  that   lorganic'   subjects  tended  to  have  lower  edu-

cational  levels.     It  was  found  that  both  the  Short  Portable  Mental  Stat,us

Questionnaire  and  t,he  Canter  Bender  Int,erference  Pr'ocedure  were  signifi-

cantly  related  to  psychiatric  diagnosis   (SPMSQ,  E  <.001;  BIpj  a <.05j  a  <.()I).

A  tendency  for  the  DIP  t,o   lover-classify'   as   lorganic'   made  it  a  less

reliable  instrument  for  t,he  assessrrent  of  ol.ganicity  in  geriatric  popula-

tions  than  t,he  SPMSQ.     Further  analysis  demonstrated  that  the  SPMSQ  was,

by  far,  the  more  effective  instrument  in  the  assessment  of  Organic  Brain

Syndrome  in  geriat,ric  populations.
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INTRODUCTI()N

The  development  of  valid,  short  and  portable  instrument,s  for  the

assessrrent,  of  organic  deficit  in  the  geriat,ric  populat,ion  I.epresents  an

import,ant  field  of  endeavor.     The  elder.ly  represent  a  significant  number

of  the  population  and  their  numbers  are  rapidly  increasing.    As  their

nulTibers  incr.ease,   a  proportional  increase  in  those  requiring  assistance

from  the  ment,al  healt,h  professional  should  be  anticipat,ed.     Organic  Brain

Syndrome  constit,utes  t,he  single  most  prevalent  problem with  those  elderly

receiving  psychiatric  aid.

Determinat,ion  of  a  diagnosis  of  organic  brain  syndrome  is  dependent

predominat,`1y  on  t,he   observation  of  recognized  behavioral  manifestations

of  brain  impairment.     For  t,he  most  part,  this  is  cal`ried  out  in  the  for.in

of  a  psychiatric  int,er`view.    However,  the  int,erview  incorporated  a  con-

siderable  subjective  element  and  this  is  more  pronounced  in  cases  of  mild

or  moderate  impairment.     Attempt,s  at  st,andardization  and  objectification

of  the  mental  stat,us  examinatii->n  are  deficient  when  applied  to  geria.t,ric

populations.    Neur.o-psychological  examinat,ions  also  measure  behavioral

manifestations  associated  with  cerebral  impairment.    Furthermore,  t,hey

are  considerably  mol.e   object,ive  than  the  psychiatric  interview.     However,

st,andard  neuro-psychological  assessment  batteries  are  eit,her  oriented   `

towards  detect,ion  of  I.ather  specific  damage  or  are  too  lengt,hy  and  cumber-

some  to  be  readily  administer.ed  to  t,he  geriatric  pop\ilat,ion.         `

Two  except,ions  are   the  Shor.t  Port,able  Ment,al  Status  Questionnaire

(SPMSQ)   (1975)   developed  by  Pfeiffer  and  the  Background  Interference



Procedul.e  with  the   Bender  Gestalt   (DIP)   (1968)  developed  by  Canter.     Both

instrument,s  are  short  and  portable.     Addit,ionally,  t,hey both  have  objec-

tive  criteria  for  scorilg  and  evaluation.    Significant,  validity  and

reliability  have  been  shown  f or  each  inst,rument  in  the  detection  of  organic

deficit.     The  SPMSQ  was  developed  specifically  for  use  with  geriat,ric

populations.     The  BIP  has  been  shown  in  one   study  (Canter  and  Straumanis,

1969)  to  be  appropriate  in  the  detect,ion  of  organic  deficit  in  institution-

alized  senile  elderly  patient,s.

I)efinition  and  Incidence  of  Old  Age.     That  segment  of  t,he  populat,ion

1abeaed  as  aged,   old  or  geriatric  has  been  defined  as  such  by  the  govern-

ment  on  the  basis  of  chronological  age.     Those  persons  65  years  of  age

or  older  are  considered  old.    The  pratical  validity  of  such  a  definition

is  quest,ionable.

The  1970  census  reported  that  individuals  65  years  of  age  or  older

comprised  roughly  10  percent  of  t,he  populat,ion  of  the  Unit,ed  States;   thus,

of  a  total  population  of  over  200  million,   over  20  million  individuals

are  aged.     By way  of  colTparison,  h  percent  of  the  populat,ion  was   over  63

in  1900,   3Lis perceho  inn  1930  and  8  percent  in  1950.     Project,ions  predict

that  well  over  10  percent  of  the  total  population  will  be  over  65  by  the

year  2000   (Administrat,ion  on  Aging,  Note   2).    What  is  the  cause   of  this

increase?    Facts  tell  us  that  it,  is  not,  so  rriuch  due  to  a  lengt,hening

of  the  life  expenctancy  (72  years  for  males,   77  years  for  females)  but

rather  t,hat,  advances  in  medical  care  are  allowing  more  individuals  to

live  to  t,heir  life  potentials.    While  10  percent  of  the  populat,ion  are

over  65  years  of  age,   an  addit,ional  21  percent  of  t,he  population  are

between  L5  and  6h  years  of  aLge.     Thus,   if  one  were  t,o  take  the  middle

years  as  starting  at,  age  h5,   aging  from  this  point  in  time  involves  mol.e

t,ban  30  percent  of  t,he  nation's  population   (Botwinic'k,1973).

Medical  C,ire   and   the   Aged.     As  a  group,   t,he  elderly  have  lnore  chronic

diseases  and  consequently  higher  medj.cal  expenses  than  the  young.     Medical

expenses  for  t,hose   over  65  years   of  age  al.e  3L€  times  t,hose   of  the  under

65  age  group.     It  shoulcl  be  noted  that  income  for  these  people  is  usually

considerable  curtailed  because  of  ret,irement.     Government  programs  pro-

vide  a.ssistance  in  medical  coverage  and  52  percent  of  t,heir  expenditures

are  paid  to  those   over  65  years   of  age.     The  major  causes   of  death  in

the  geriatric  populat,ion  ar`e  the  diseases  associated  with  aging.     These

are,   in  or.der  of  incidence,  diseases  of  t,he  heart,,  cancer,   and  cerebro-

vascular  problems,   mainly  stroke.     As  a  group,   t,hese  conditions  ar.e

responsible  for  70  percent  of  deaths  of  people  over  age  L5   (National

Center  for  Health  Statistics,1971).    As  more  people  live  to  their  life

expet}tancies,   mol.e   of  these  persons  will  encount,er  t,he  above-mentioned

diseases  of  old  age.     It  alsc)  follows  that,  wit,h  the   aid   of  advanced

medical  care,  more   of  these  persons  will  survive  diffuse  damage  resulting

from  these  diseases,   in  particular,   the  cerebrovascular  problems.

Organic  Brain  Syndrome   (OBS).     Organic  Brain  Syndrome   is  defined  by

the  American  Psychiatric  Association  in  the  Diagnost,ic  and Statistical

Manual  of  Mental  I)isorders   (1968)  as  a  "basic  mental  condition  charact,er-

istically  I.esulting  from  diffuse  impairlTient  of  brain  tissue  function  from

what,ever  cause   (p.   22)."     Such  syndromes  are   quit,e   common  in  gel`iatric

populations.    However,   accurate  information  regarding  incidence,  as  well

as  ac]equate  methods  of  diagnosing  and  treating  these  syndromes  are  lacking.
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In  his  definitive  article  on  Organic  Brain  Syndromes   (Busse  and

Pfeiffer,   196:?),  Wang  presents  what  fragmentary  information  there  is

I.egarding  prevalence.     Most   of  the  dat,a  concerning  OBS  came  from  public

and  private  psychi at,ric  hospitals   (U.S.  National  Institute  of  Mental

Health,1968a,1968b).     In  1966,   t,he  total  number   c)f  pat,lent,s   in  psychi-

atric  hospit,als  was  h66,lh7.     In  that  year,   21h,h93  persons  were  admitt,ed

tc)  an  inpatient  facilit,y  for  the  first,  time.     The  proportion  of  persons

65  years   of  age  or.  over  of  the  residents  was  29.5  percent  and  of  t,he  new

admissions  was  16.8  percent.    When  this  data  was  compared  to  the   t,otal

population  of  the  country,   the  incideace  of  rjsychiatl.ic  disc)rders  in  t,he

elderly  requiring  hospit,alization  was  9hl  per  100,000.    This  figure  was

3.3  times  higher  than  the  corresponding  rate  for  persons  under  age  65.

Organic  Brain  Syndrome  was  the  most  common  diagnosis  in  the  elderly  pat,ients.

The  diagnosis  was  given  to  77.7  percent  of  t,he  first  admissions.     Of

35,96L  gel.iat,ric  patients  alr`eady  r`esiding  in  psychiatric  hospitals,   only

L7.6  percent  cal`ried  the   OBS  diagnosis.     The  incidence  of  functional  psy-

chosis  diagnosis  for  the  first  admissions  was   7.8  percent  compared  to  hh.6

percent  for  the  resident  patients.    Wang  at,tempt,s  to  explain  this  seeming

incongruity  by  hypothesizing  that,  the  incidence   of  OBS  was  probably  under.-

estimated  for.  t,he  resident  population  and  that,  t,heir  numbers  probably

included  many persons  initially  hospitalized  for  a  functional  psychosis

who  had  gr.own  old   in  the  hospital.

Of  an  estimat,ed  55L,000  residents   of   nur.sing  and  personal  car.e  hc>mes

in  the  United  States  in  a  196h  survey  (U.S.  Nat,ional  Center  For  Health

Statistics,1967),   88  percent  were   over  age  6h.     Of  these  resident,s,  36.0

percent  were  diagnosed  as  having  cent,Pal  nervous  syst,em  vascular.  lesions

and  29.7  percent  were  diagnosed  as  having  a  disorder  associat,ed  with  seni-

lity.     Of  the  psychiat,ric  patients  discharged  from  `J:eneral  hospitals

falling  intc)  the  elderly  age  range,16.5  percent  car.ried  an  OBS  diagnosis

and  15.h  percent  were  diagnosed  functionally  psychotic.     Among  the  elderly

patient,s  c]ischarged  from  outpatient  clinics,  L3.9  percent  were  given  the

OBS  diagnosis   and  22.3  percent  wet.e  diagnosed  functionally  psychotic   (U.S.

National  Institute  of  Mental  Health,1967).     The  combinatic)n  of  these

various  sources  of  data  show  that  approximat,ely  3,700  out  of  loo,000

elderly persons  require  psychiatric  inpatient  care   and  62.6  percent    of

these  have  either  OBS  or  a  condition  in  which  such  a  syndrome  is  a  contri-

buting  factor.     These  data  show  an  incidence  rate  of  moderate  to  severe

OBS  in  the  ger.iatric  population  of  at  least  2,300  per  loo,000.    Wang

Pointed  out  that  his  estimate  is  of  questionable  reliability.    This  was

due  to  the  varied  sources  of  his  dat,a  and  t,he  lack  c>f  consistent  criteria

for  t,he  evaluation  of  sych  syndromes.     In  addition,  persons  of  diperse

t,raining  and  experience  were  evaluated  on  the  basis  of  inci)nsistent  stand-

ards.     The  lack  of  reliable,   objective  and  pl.actical  cr.iberia  for.  the  evaluation

of   OT3S  were  evident.

Assessment   of   Organic  Brain  Syndrome. In  discussing  the  assessment

of  the   OI.ganic  Br`ain  Syndrome,   it  is  necessary  to  ret,urn  to  the  Diagnost,ic

and  Stat,istical  Manual  of  Mental  Disorders   (1968).     The  manual  lists  as

the  primary  characteristics   c)f  t,he   OBS:     disorientation,   menory  loss.;   and

the  impairment  of  intellectual  function    and  judgment.     These  characteris-

tics  al-e  based  upon  t,he  supposition  that  cognitive  function  impairment  is

resultant  from  corresponding  impa,irment  of  relat,ed  brain  tissue.     These

char.aLcteristics  may  be  the  only  symptoms  present,  or.  they  may  be   observed
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in  conjunction  with  behavioral  abnormalities  or  psychosis  which  may  or

may  not  be  I.ela,ted  t,o  the   organicity.     St>me   or  all  of  the  primary  charac-

teristics  may  be  observed  in  an  individual  and  the  diagnosis  made.     The

diagnosis  is  sub-classified  into  acute  versus  chronic  and  psychotic  versus

non-psychot,ic  catagories  depending  on  the  nature  and  degree  of  impairment,.

A  short,  discussion  of  the  curl.ent  ideas  in  psychiatric  diagnosis  as

reflected  in  the  OBS  c!atagories  fc)llows.     Recently,   t,her.e  has  been  a  tend-

ency  to  dichotomize  diagnoses  into  ol`ganic  versus  functional  categroies.

When  applied  to  elderly  population,   t,his  diagnostic  system  tends  to  over-

emphasize  the  organic  factors  in  a  person  while  correspondingly  neglecting

individual  personality  and  environmental  factors  in  that  individualls  cc)n-

dition.     Ttie  OBS  diagnosis  implies  an  under.standing  of  the  status  of  the

brain,  both  struct,urally  and  funct,ionally.    It  further  implies  an  under-

standing  of  the  relatii`tnship  of  ttiis  stat,us  to  clinical  s:yrnpt,omatology

present.     In  actually,  few  in  vivo  methods  of  assessing  the  sta,t,us  of  the

bl.ain  are  available  and  those  that  are  available  involve  substantial  risk

and  tr.auma   (e.g.,   EEC,   pneumoencephalogram,   etc.).     The  diagnosis   of   OBS

is  usually  based  on  the  observation  and  interpretat,ic>n  of  the  pat,lent,ls

behavior   (verbal  and  non-ver.bal)  during  an  interview.    I)et,ect,ion  is  not

too  difficult  when  the  impairment  is  of  a  moderat,e  to  severe  degree.

As  long  as  the  assessment  remains  at  the  interview  level,  a  subst,aintial

amount  of  subjectivity  may  be  involved.    The  clinical  neuropsychiatric

examination  r.emains  that  standard  pr`ocedure  for  evaluating  the  behavioral

symptomatology  of  cerebral  status  despite  its  questionable  sensitivity

and  reliability.     CE7rtain  sources  do  att,est  t,o  a  significant  correlat,ion

between  clinical  diagnosis  of  dementia  add  clinical  est,imat,es  of  the

degree  of  derrientia  with  postmortem  histopathological  findings   (Corsellie,

1962;   Blessed,   Tomlinson  and  R\.)th,1968).     In  an  attempt  to  eliminate

some  of  the  subjectivity  in  this  process,  several  attempts  have  been

made  to  standardize  the   interview  and  the  ITiental  stat,us  examinat,ion   (Kahn

6t,  al.,1960;   Spitzer  et  al.,1967).

Pfeiffer's  Short  Portable  Mental  Status  Questionnaire.    The  Short,

Portable  Ment,al  Status  Questionnaire   (SPMSQ)   (1975)  was  developed  by

Pfeiffer  in  response  to  a  need  he  felt  for`  a  reliable  and  valid;stand-

ardized  instrument  for.  t,he  assessment  of  organic  brain  deficit  in  geriatric

populations.    This  instrument  is  both  short  and  portable.

Pfeiffer   (1975)  pursuasively  argues  for  the  development  of  his

instrument,  because  no  existing  instrumentsl-,have  eit,her  been  designed  for

or  standardized  on  geriatric  populations.    He  further  states  t,hat  t,he

clinician  working  with  such  a  population  requires  ''a  gr`Pss  measure  of

overall  organic  impairment"   (p.  L3Li).     He  explains  that,  many  existing

test  series  of  this  nat,ure  are  designed  to  detect  early,  minimal  or

lc>calized  impairment  and   are  so  coxplex  as  to  demand  more  than  a  r.easc)n-

able  amount  of  effort  from  older  patients.

He  pot.nts   out  t,hat  several  brief  instruments  ha.ve  been  develctped

(e.g.,   the  clinician's  simple  test  for  orientation,  Sand,1967;   the

Wechsler  Memory  Scale,  Wechsler,   19LL5,   Note   7;   and,   in  particular,   the

Kahn-Goldfarb  Mental  Status  Questionnail.e,   Kahn  et  al.,1960a,1960b;

Gregor,1970;   Goldfarb,1971;   Abdo  et  al.,1973).     However,   each   of

these  instruments  possess  limitations.    No  further  quantification  beyond

the   "yes-no"  dichotomy  is  given  by  the  test  of  orientation.     Memol.y

functions,  recent  and  remot,e,  are   t,apped  by  the  Wechsler  Memory  Scale  but
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other  areas  of  cognit,ive  functioning  are  not,  considered.     The  Kahn-Goldfarb

test  has  been  st,andardized  on  instit,utit:)nalized  populat,ions  oi`  the  elderly.

However,  there  has  not,  been  an  extension  of  its  st,andardization  to  out-

patients  or  control  populations  of  the  elderly.     All  of  the  a.bove-mentioned

instrument,s  are  limited  in  that  t,hey  do  not  take  into  consideration  the

individual ls  educational  background.

Pfeiffer  designed  the  SPMSQ  with  five  goals  in  mind.     These  were:

I)  testing  of  several  diver.se  aspects  of  intellectual  function-

ing,   including  short-tel-in  memory,   long-term  memory,   or.ientat,ion

to  surrounding,   information  about  current  event,s,  and  the  capaci-

ty  t,o  perform  serial  mathema,tical  tasks;  2)  bl.evity  and  portability;

3)  ease  of  scoring ,...   ;  h)   inclusion  of  the  ent,ire  range   c)f

intellectual  performance  from  intact  functioning  t,o  severe  im-

pairment ,...,   and  5)  measuring  the  influence   on  test,  performance

of  such  basic  demographic  factors  as  educational  attainment,  race,

and   sex   (p.   h35).

(Appendices  A,   8  and  C  present  the  SP}usQ  items,   inst,ruct,ions  for  adminis-

tration  and  instructi.ons  for  scoring).

An  analysis  of  the   individual  iterms  of  the  SPMSQ  I.eveals  that  items

1,   3  and  5-8  are  common  orientation  t,esting  questions  used  by  clinicians.

They  are  also  used  in  modified  form  in  t,he  Wechsler  Memory  Sca.Ie   (Wechsler,

Not,e   7)  and  in  the  Kahn-Goldfarb  Ment,al  Status  Quest,ionnaire   (Kahn  et  al.,

1960).     Item  2  is  part  of  the  Kahn-Goldfarb  test  and  has  been  used  as

part  of  the  clinicianls  test  of  orientation.     It,em  h  t,ests  a  memory

fundsion  specifically  related  t,o  the  capacit,y  for  self-care.    Item  9

is  a  t,est  of  remot,e  memory,   and  item  10  is  a  tt.-,st  of  capacity  to  perform

serial  mental  operations.     No  aids  to  merrlory   (i.e.,  calendars  or  newspapers)

are  permitted  during  administration  and  all  ten  items  are  asked  of  each

subject.

Pfeiffer  administer.ed  the  SPMSQ  to  997  community-I.esident  persons

aged  65  or  over.     These  subjects  constituted  "a  random  stratified-clnst,er

probability  sample  of  appr.oximately  10  percent  of  the  entire  eldel`ly

population  in  non-institutional  settings  in  Durham  Count,y,  North  Carolina"

(p.  h33).     This   study  involving  the  SPMSQ  was  part  of  a  larger  study

examining  the  extent  of  mental,  Pgivsical,   economic  and  social  impairment,,

as  well  as  the  extent  of  the  Subjects'   capa.cities  t,o  perform  activities

of  daily  living   (Pfeiffer,  Note  6).     These  data  from  the  cormunit,y  popula-

tions  wel.e  used  as  standards  for  the  two  subsequent  studies  using  clinical

popula.tions.     Of  the  997  subjects,   926  completed  the  test,.     `?f  the   71   (7

percent)  who  did  not  finish  the  test,   13  answered  some  of  the  items  while

58  did  not  respond  to  any  of  the  items.     (Sever  r`easons  for  incamplete

responses  were:     acute  physical  illness  interfering  with  response,  subject,

refusal,   care-taker  non-cooperation,   and  severe  organic  impairment).

Pfeiffer  examined  the  range  of  difficulty  of  t,he  it,ems  both  in  gen-

eral  and  in  relat,ion  to  race.    He  found  a  consist,ently  higher  failure

rate  f or  black  subject,s  with  no  difference  in  rank-order  of  item  diffi-

culty.    He  at,tr.ibuted  t,his  to  different  educationallattainments  between

black  and  white  subjects.    The  distribut,ion  of  error  scores  was  examined

in  relation  to  educat,ional  level.    The  data  revealed  a  clear  inf].uence  of

educational  level  on  SPMSQ  performance  in  a  posit,ive  dil`ection.

Pfeiffer  next  derived  a  scoring  system  for  t,he  SPMSQ  by  using  all

of  the  above-mentioned  data  and  looking  for  nat,ural  cut-off  points  at
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the  impaired  end  of  t,he  scale.    Criteria  for  four  levels  of  int,ellectual

functioning  were  desired.    They were:     i)  intact  int,ellectual  function-

ing;  2)  mild   (or  borderline)   intellectual  impairment;  3)  moderate

intellectual  impairment;   and  LL)   severe  intellect,ual  impairmeut.     These

levels  were  designed  to  aid  in  concret,e  clinical  decision-making  in

regards  to  self-care   capacit,y.     Pel`sons  scoring  in  the  moderate  and  severely

impa.ired  catagories  warrant,  a  diagnosis  of  organic  brain  syndrome  and

require  regular  and/or  continuous  supervision  of  their  activities.

Pfeiffer,   on  i,he  basis  of  his  data  and  with  the  assumption  that,  no  more

t,han  10  percent  of  the  elderly  community-based  populat,ion  had  organic

brain  disease   (this  assumption  was  based  on  epidemiologic  survey  data

(e.g.,   Kay,   Beamish  and  Roth,196h;   Pasamanick,1962))  constructed  the

standards  for  scoring  found  in  Appendix  C.

Pfeiffer  next  attempted  to  establish  construct  validity  for  the  SPMSQ

and   its   scoring  system.     He  administered  the  SPMSQ  to  two  non-random  popu-

lations   of  the  elderly.     They were  11+I  subjects  aged  50  or  c)ver   (80  percent

were   over  age  65)  refer.red  for  evaluation  to  the  Older  American  Resources

Ser`vices  Program   (OARS)   Clinic  at  the  Duke  University  Center  for  the  Study

of  Aging  and  Human  Development  and  102   subjects  aged  65   or  over  from  t,he

same   county  as  the  community-based  population,  who  were  examined   above,

living  in  inst,itutions.     These  institutions  included  nursing  homes,  homes

for  the  aged,   family-cal`e  homes,  rest,  homes,   and  the  wards  of  the  regictnal

state  mental  hospit,al.    An  examination  of  the  data  from  the  clinic  popu-

lation  revealed  a  bimodal  distribution  cul`ve  showing  a  majority  of  mentally

int,act  persons  with  a  substantial  minority  of  mentally  impaired  persons.

The  institutional  populations  dat,a  showed  a  distribut,ion  cur.ve  shifted

t,o  t,he  high-error  side  of  the  scor.ing  range.     A  rna.jority  of  subjects  scored
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more  than  five  errors.     In  tllis  populatitJn,  there  was  also  increased  pro-

portion  of  no  score   or  incomplete   score  records   (22  percent).     The   St,riking

difference  between  the  two  non-random  populat,ions'   data  and  the  data  from

the  survey  population  were  taken  as  giving  fa.ce  validity  to  the  SPMSQ  as

an  indicator  of  organic  impairrnend.

Next,   Pfeiffer   (Note  6)  compared  clinical  psyct\iatric  diagnoses  with

SPMSO.  result,s.     The  first  of  t,wo   studies  undertaken  used  133  of  lhl  subject,s

seen  ab  the   OARS  Clinic  f or  whom  psychiatric  diagnosis  and  SPMSQ  data

were  available.     Psychiat,ric  diagnoses  were  dichot,omously  classified  as

clinical  diagnosis   of  OBS  versus  no  diagnosis   of  OBS.     The   SPMSQ  dat,a

were  dichotomously  classified  as  int,act  mentally  or  mild  impairment

versus  moderate  or  severe  impairment.     A  92  percent  agreement  between

SPMSQ  score  and  diagnosis  of  definite  impairment,  and  an  82  percent  agree-

ment  on  no  or  minimum  impairment  result,ed.

A  second  study  (Pfeiffer,  Note  6)   examining  the  validity  of  the  SPMSQ

compared  the  t,otal  error  score  on  the  instrument,  wit,h  a  clinical  diagnosis

for  80  patients.    This  was  part  of  a  larger  multidimensional  study  inst,ru-

ment,.     nata  revealed  that,  88  percent,  of  those  patient,s  obtaining  moderate

t,o  severe   irrpairment,  scores   on  t,he  SPMSQ  wel`e  also  given  a  diagnosis   of

OBS  by  evaluat,ing  clinicians.

In  reference  to  the  I-eliability  of  the  SPMSQ,  Pfeiffer   (1975)  reports

the  I.esults   of  a  study  in  which  he  gave  the   SPMSQ  to  t,wo  groups   of  subjects

(N=30,   N=29)  aged  65   or  over  at  approximat,ely  four-week  int,er.vals.     The

SPMSQ  was  administered  as  part  of  a  larger  set  of  interview  schedules.

He  found  t,est-retest  correlations  of  .82  and   .83  respect,ively  for  the

t,wo  groups.    He  int,erpreted  the  dat,a  as  indicat,ing  stabilit,y  in  the
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responses  to  individual  questions  and  in  the  t,otal  error  score.    He

t,ook  this  as  indication  of  no  significant  practice  effects  or  deteriora-

tion  in  perfc>rmance  over  t+i.is  time  indserval.     Pfeiffer   (1975)   concludes

his  extensive  review  of  studies  using  the  SPMSQ  with  a  statement  expressing

t,he  desire  for  other  invest,igator.s  to  subject  the  SPMSQ  t,o  further  validity

and  reliability  studies.

Neuro-psychological  -Perceptual-motor  Tests.     Another  form  of  assess-

ment  which  deals  with  t,he  behavioral  manifestations  of  brain  stat,us  are

tests  of  a  psychological  nature  including  certain  perceptual-motor  test,s.

Many  such  tests  have  been  developed  to  evaluate  multiple  areas  of  cognitive

functioning   (Bent,on,1967;  Burgemeister,1962).     For  the  most  part,   these

examinations  are  highly  standardized,  structured  and  specific.    While

t,hese  examinations  are  mor`e  objective  than  the  clinical  examination,

i,heir  attempts  to  assess  many  avenues  of  data  processing  in  the  brain  have

rna.de   them  somewhat,  extensive  batter.ies   (Beitan,1962).     However,   i,he

length  of  these  batteries  make  them  of  limited  usefulness  with  i,he  geri-

atric  patient  whose  stamina  is  limit,ed.    Various  percept,ual-not,or  t,echniques

(e.g.,   form  board,   tl.ail-making,   etc.)  have  been  used  for`  the  assessment

of  perf ormance  defects  in  individuals  with  brain  pathology  a,nd  their  use

continues  to  be  widespread,   in  a  more  or  less  inforrrial  nature,   among

mental  health  personnel.     Certain  of  these  techniques  have  been  exaluated

and  validinted  for  inclusion  in  certain  neuro-psychological  test  batteries

(Reitan,1962).

Bender-Gestalt  Test. Perhaps  t,he  most  widely  used  perceptual-motor.

technique   is  the  Bender`-Gestalt  Visual-Motor  Test   (Bender,1938).     The

rationale  under.lying  t,he  Bender  Test  is  that  t,he  ability  to  copy  certain
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integrated  designs  is  developmental  in  nature  with  competence  increasing

during  the  course  of  childhood.     In  states  of  cerebral  pathology,  cortical

functioning  is  disrupted  in  such  a  fashion  that  the  ability  to  execute

complex  visual-`motor  responses  is  lost.     The  rationale  behdrnd  the  Bender

Test  st,ates  further  that,  for  a  brain-injured  adult,  his  efforts  to  copy

the  Bender  figures  would  resemble  closely  the  eff orbs  of  a  young  child

who  would  not  have  yet  developed  the  capacity  for  t,heir  execut,ion.     It,

would  also  follow  that  either  mental  defectives  or  individuals  with  del.ective

central  nervous   syst,em  development  would  not  have   achieved  1.uJ.i.  visual-

motor  integrat,ive  capacity.     This  perceptual-motor  theory  ol.  Bender's  has

not,  however,  been  clearly  supported  by` experimental  evidence.     The  studies

do  confirm  rapid  development  and  differ.entiation  of  perceptual-not,or

skills  between  ages  four  and  seven  years.     However,   cc)xparitive  regression

of  developmerLt   in  brai.n-damaged  adults  has  not  been  demonstr.abed.    With

the  Render  Test,  a  sufficient  maturit,y  is  I.eached  bet,ween  the  ages  of  nine

c-nd  eleven  years  to  successfully  reproduce  all  the  designs  of  the  test

(Tolor  a.nd   Schulberg,1963).

A  number  of  clinical  st,udies  support  the  disruptive  effect  of  brain

damage  upon  performance   on  t,he  Bender  Test.     The  topic   of  the  predictive

validity  of  the  Bender  Test,  for  diagnosis   of  organic  brain  damage,  however,

has  received  scant  systematic  attention.     Tolor  and  Schulberg   (1963)   and

Billingslea   (1963)  present  thorough  reviews   of  Bender  I-esearch  which  have

not,   as  yet  been  updated   (Canter,1976).     FkaLmination  shows  that  most

studies  have  been  aimed  at  demonstrating  mean  differences  between  per-

formances  of  organic  brain  da,maged  pat,ients  and  cont,rol  groups.     Little

strict  replication  of  procedures,  especially  scoring  criteria,  is  noted.
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Also,   overlap  of  scores  bet,ween  organics  and  normal  groups,  making  a  valid

clinical  determination  for  an  individual  difficult,  is  i'``oted.    This  has

resulted  in  interference  with  syst,ematic  Bender  research  and  I.etarded  the

development  of  objective  norms   for  evaluat,ion  of  pathological  per.formance

levels.     One  not,able  exception  has  been  the   scoring  system  developed  by

Pascal  and  Suttell   (1951)  which  presents  criteria  for.  evaluation  in  an

exhaustive  manner  making  brief  evaluations  difficult.

The  Canter  Background  Interference  Procedul.e.     The  Cp.nt,er  Background

Procedure  for  t,he  Bender-Gestalt  was  developed  by  Canter  as  t,he  result

of  the  happenstance  observation  of  an  "interference  effect"   on  a  neuro-

surgical  patient's  performance  on  the  Bender  Test  on  a  ''coffee  st,ained

sheet  of  faded  graph  paper"   (Canter,1976,  p.1).     The  procedure  now

involved  the  administration  of  the  Bender  Test  under  two  different  con-

ditions.    First,  the  Bender  Test  is  given  under  standard  conditions  with

the  regular  Sender  cards  and  blank  whit,e  paper.    Next,  an  interpolative

ta.sk  is  given.     The  second  administration  is  given  with  the  per.son  copying

the  designs  on  a  sheet  of  paper  filled  with  intersecting  sinuous  lines.

These  lines  provide  a  background   'noisel   or  interference  during  t,he

copying  t,ask.     A  carbon  copy  of  the   subject's  drawings   is  made  under  t,he

Bender  Interference  Procedure   (BIP)  paper.  and  this  is  used  as  a  scoring

aid.     As  much  scoring  a,s  possible  is  done  from  the  drawings   on  the  actual

BIP  paper   (Appendix  E)   so  as  to  insure   objective  evaluation.     The  compari-

son  of  performances  under  the  two  methods  of  administration  is  the  basis

of  the  assessrrent  procedure.     Canter   (1968,1976)  rationalizes  that  any

decrement  in  performance   on  the  BIP  phase  over  any  decrement  in  the   standard

Bender  phase  is  attributable  to  the   lint,erferencel  effect  which  he  associates

with  organicity.
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A  modification  of  t,he  Pascal-Suttell  scoring  syst,em  (Pascal  and

Suttell,   1951)  is  used  in  scoring.    It  is  import,ant  to  note  that  this

technique  evaluated  a  subject's  per.formance  on  the   'interferencel   admini-

stration  relative  to  his   original  perf orrriance  on  the  reg`)Jlar  administ,ration

of  the  Bender  Teiit.

Scoring  Method.     The   subject's  per.formance   on  each  design  under  both

modes  of  administration  is  scored  for  t,he  pr.esence  of  deviations.     Grit,eria

for  scoring  the  deviations  is  presented  in  both  Cant,er's  1968   (Not,e  3)  and

1976  manuals  under  the  Scorable  deviations   section.     Cant,er   (1976)  recom-

mends  that  the  designs  be  scored  in  pairs  in  such  a  fashion  that  Design  A

under  both  administrations  would  be  scored  for  deviations  present  before

proceeding  to  I)esign  i.     In  t,his  manner,  any  arbit,r.ary  decision  concerning

a  par.ticular  deviation  could  be  equally  applied  to  bot,h  drawings  of  a

particular  design.     Canter.  has  also  provided  a  Score  Summary  Sheet   (Appen-

dix  I))  which  act,s  as  a  guide  in  identification  of  deviations  and  reduces

the  likelihood  of  missing  deviations.    Despite  the  rat,her  specific  criteria

for  scoring  deviations  and  the  inclusion  of  illustrative  examples,  a  cer-

tain  amount  of  scorer  judgment  is  required  and  Canter  reiterates  in  the

1976  manual  t,hat  ''when  in  doubt  as  to  the  applicability  of  the  criteria

for.  deviatic>ns,   do  not  score  for  that  deviat,ion"   (p.  Li).

If  a  design  drawing  is  dist,opted  so  that  the  critel.ia  for  deviations

cannot  be  applied  in  a  reliable  manner,   the  Maximum  Deviation  Score   (NI)S)

for  that  design    is  used  to  signify  the  deviation  present  in  the  design.

The  res  varies  wit,h  each  design  and  is  presented  before  the  scorable

deviations  for  that  particular  design.     The  NI)S  is  also  used  when  the

t,otal  deviation  score  for  a  particular  design  exceeds  the  MOS.     It  is

necessary  to  use  a  ruler  having  a  millimeter  and/or  1/16"  deviations
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and  a  device  to  measure  angles  in  degrees  to  evaluate  certain  er.ror  devi-

;itions.     The  obt,ained  indices  of  deviatic)n  with  the  DIP  are  presented  in

Appendix  F.

BTP  Pet.forTrlance  Classification.     Classification  of  a,  subjectls  per-

formance  begins  with  the  deter.minatic>n  of  t,he  Base  Level  from  t,he  tot,al

deviation  scores  on  t,he  st,a.ndard  paper  administ,ration.     The  range  of

t,ot,a.I  deviat,ion  scores  is  divided  into  seven  base  levels   (Appendix  G).

Next,  t,he  record  is  classified  according  to  Base  I,evel  and  relat,ive

BIP  impairment.     Relat,ive  t,o   t,he  Base  I.evel,   the  magnit,ude  of  t,he  D-Score

and  t,he  Number  Posit,ive   (NP),   three  classes   (A,   8  and  C)   are  determined

(Appendix  IJ).     If  the  BIP  D-Sccjre  is  zero  or  negat,ive,   the  record  is

cia,ssified  "A"   fol`  all  Base  Levels  except  VI  and  VII,  regardless  of  NP

size.    All  Base  Level  VI  and  VII  records  are  classified  as  ''C".     If  the

BIP  D-Score  is  positive,  Appendix  H,   Table  6,  is  used  to  classify  t,he  re-

col.d  from  the  Base  Level  previously  determined.    A  classification  of  ''A"

represent,s  a  diagnosis   of  no  organic  brain  disorder.    A  ''8"  classification

indicates  border.line  or  equivocal  results  in  organic  brain  disorder  diag-

nosis,  a.nd  a  "C"   classification  represents  a  diagnosis  of  organic  brain

disorder.    The  classification  system  is  applicable  to  persons  of  age

13  years  or  older.     Such  a  classification  scheme  has  yet  to  be  developed

for  children's  records.

Reliability The  topic  of  reliability  in  connection  with  t,he  BIP

has  been  examined  in  relation  to:     a.)   the  scoring  method,  b)  the  D-Scol`e,

and  c)  the   "A",   "8"   and  "C"   classification  scheme.

The  topic   of  interscol`er  r`eliability  has  been  exarriined  in  several

sttliies.     Song  and  Song   (1969)  reported  a  Peal`son  correlation  coefficient

of  scorer  reliability  between  two  trained  techTiicians,  scoring  doubleblind,
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for  t,otal  scores   of   .I?6.     Canter   (1968)  reported  a  product-moment  correla-

tion  bet,ween  D-Scores  calculated  by  a  psychometrist,  and  himself  of   .89.

He  furt,her  reported  agreement   on  36  of  ho  cases   (90  percent)   as  t,o  "A",

''8"   or  ''C"  classificat,ion.    With  respect  to  classification  as  to  being

either  definit,ely  organic  or  not  organic,  agreement  was  on  38  or  ho  cases

(90  percent)  and  in  six  bf  the  eight  instances  of  difference,  the  scorers

were   one  adjacent  level  apart,.     Canter   (1976)   r7eports  Adams   (Note  I)   and

Yulis   (Note  8)   obtained  intercorrelations  between  scorers  of   .86  and   .82,

I.espectively.

Cant,er  (1976)  discusses  the  difficulty  of  determining  t,he  reliability

of  the  Tl-Score.    He  explains  t,hat,   theoretically,  the  BIP  effect  is  sup-

posed  t,o  reflect  changing  cortical  funct,ioning  levels  and  that  cont,rol

over  factors  affect,ing  such  functioning would  be  necessary  for  calibration.

He  fur.t,her  repol`ts  a  study  (1976)  in  which  30  psychiatric  patients  judged

to  have  a  relatively  stable  condition  were  administered  the  BIP  Bender

within  a  week's  time.     He  reports  a  correlation  between  D-Scores   of  only

.57  but  stat,es  that  almost  90  percent   (27  of  30  cases)  did  not  show  change

in  "A",   "B'',or  ''C"   classification.

Validity.     Canter   (1963)  reported  t,he  I.esults  of  a  pilot  study  examin-

ing  the  BIP  effect,  upon  brain-damaged  patient,s.     Bot,h  the  Bender  Gest,alt

Test   and  t,he  Benton  Visua.i  Retention  Test  wel`e  used  in  this  st,udy.     No

precise  scoring  criteria  were  used  but,,  using  rc)ugh  estimates  of  quality

of  performance,  he  determined  that  17  of  21  organic  patients  did  worse

on  t,he  Bender  designs  on  the  BIP  phase   of  testing  compared  to  2   of  21  non-

ol.ganic  subjects.     The  results  using  the  Bent,on  Visual  Retention  Test  were

not  as  conclusive.
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Then,   in  1966,   Canter  published  a  study  in  which  the  Bender  Test  was

used  exclusively,  BIP  effect  measured  by  the  D-Score  method  was  pr`oposed

and  records  wel`e   scored  by  the  Pascal-Suttell  met,hod.     The  main  object,ive

of  the  study was  to  determinei'   to  what  extent  t,he  method  distinguished

patients  classified  as  having  organic  brain  disorders  from patient,s  having

psychiatric  disol.ders  uncomplicated  by  brain  darriage.     Three  groups  of

patients  were  selected  for  the  study.     One  gI.oup  included  patients  with

evidence  of  organic  brain  pathology,  another  included  patients  with

psychotic  disorders  with  absence  of  organic  brain  disorder  and  the  t,hil.d

gI.oup  consisted  of  patients  with  disturbances  ot,her  than  psychotic  in

nature  evidencing  no  organic  brain  c]amage.     Results   showed  29  of  30

organic  bl`ain-damaged  pat,lent,s  having  larger  BIP  D-Scores  wher'eas   only

6  of  22  psychotic  and  2  of  3h  non-psychotic  patients   showed  larger  BIP

D-Scores.

Canter   (1976)  reports  that  Masini   (Not,e  5)  in  his  mast,er's  t,hesis

essent,ially  replicated  the  1966  study  using  the  Hain  (1960)  scoring  mathod

to  evaluate  the  BIP  recor`ds  of  brain-damaged,   schizophrenic  and  non-organic

patients.    Significant  differientation  of  the  groups  by  the  BIP  condit,ions

compared  t,o  standard  administr.ation  was  report,ed.     However,   t,he  scoring

criteria  proposed  in  t,he  1966  study were  not  adequate  for  the  Hain  Scoring

system  but  were  found  adequate  for  the  Pascal-Sut,tell  mathod.

Pal.due   (1975)   compared  Hain's  scoring  system  with  the   1966  modifica-

tion  of  the  Pascal-Suttell  method.    She  found  t,hat  the  Pascal-Suttell

method  applied  to  the  BIP  mode  accul.ately  differientiated  bet,ween  organic

and  non-organic  patient  groups,  whereas  the  Hain  scoring  system  misclassi-

fied  few  non-organics  but  misclassified  more  than  half  of  the  organic  subjects.
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Canter   (1968)   conducted  a  replication  of  his  1966  work  using  a  re-

finement,  of  t,he  Pascal-Suttell  scoring  syst,em.    The  patient  samples  were

screened  and  a  patient  was  considered  posit,ive  for  organicity  if  a  clear

diagnosis   of  such  was  made  independent  of  any  psychological  data.     No

equivocal  records  were  included.     The  proportion  of  organic  cases  was

between  36  and  38  percent.     The  BIP  validit,y  rate  in  detecting   'organicl

subjects  was  approxilriately  87  percent.     Canter  noted  a  high  degree  of  accu-

racy  for  the  BIP  Bender  in  screening  out  the  non-organic  patients.    A  valid

negative  rate  of   .95  was  rerjorted.

Canter   (1976)  reported  that  Krop  and  Cohen   (Note  I)  st,udied  the  valid-

ity  of  the  BIP  Bender  diagnosis  for  brain  damage  and  compared  its  capabilities

to  i,hose  of  ot,her.  widely  used  neurological  examinations.     For  each  of  the

following  tests,  the  percent,age  of  overall  classification,  the  percentages

of  valid  positives,  valid  negatives,  false  positives  and  false  negat,ives

were  examined:     EEC,  bl`ain  scan,   skull  X-ray,   BIP  and  t,he  standard  Bender.

The  BIP  obtained  the  highest  hit  rate   (70  percent)  followed  by  the  EEC

(61  percent),   the  Bender   (56  percent),   skull  X-ray   (Li5  percent)   and  brain

scan   (h2  per.cent).     Though  their  study  did  not  reveal  as  high  a.n  accuracy

level  as  previous  studies,  the  BIP  showed  the  greatest,  likelihood  of

being  col.rect  with  either  a  positive  or  negative  indication  of  all  ot,her

t,e sts .

Use  of  the  BIP  with  Geriatric  Populations.     In  1969,  Canter  and

Straumanis  published  the  only  st,udy  to  date  using  the  Canter  Bender  Inter-

ference  Procedure  with  aged  populations.     The  purpose   of  the  st,udy wa.s  to

"det,er`mine  t,he  extent  of  the  BIP  effect,  on  the  Bender  t,est,  in  healthy  aged

persons  in  contrast  to  t,hose  considered  senile"   (p.  695).     Two  groups
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were  compared.    The  first,  group  consisted  of  16  senile  pat,ients  all  of

whom  carried  a  diagnosis  of  chl.onic  brain  syndl-one  associat,ed  wit,h

art,eriosclel`osis.     Ages  in  this  group  ranged  from  60  to  86  years,  wit,h

a  mean  of   75.0  year`s.     N``tne   of  t,he   subjects   showed  marked  visual  impair-

ment  and  all  were  amtfulatory.     No  intake  of  drugs  known  to  affect  the

central  nervous  system was  reported  for  10  days  prior  to  the  study.

The  second  group  of  subject,s  consisted  of  17  healt,hy  elder.ly  persons  who

were  recruit,ed  through  local  commlnit,y  organiza.tions.     Their  ages  ranged

from  65  to  8h  years  with  a  mean  age  of  71.8  years.     All  of  these  subject,s

were  functioning  actively  in  the  community  and  demonstrated  no  focal

neurological  signs   or`  visual  impairment  upon  exaninat,i.on.     The  mean  age

difference  between  gr.oups  was  not  significant,.    Distribution  according  to

sex  revealed  eight  females  in  each  gI.oup.     BEG  records  for  all  subjects

were  available.    All  EEG  records  were  taken  from  one  to  six  days  prior

to  t,he  study.

All  subjects  were  administered  i,he  Bender  Gestalt  Test  individually

wit,h  blank  white  paper  in  the  usual  way.     Trie  Wechsler  Adult  Tnt,elligence

Scale   (WIAS)   Vocabulary  and  Block  Design  subtests  were  administered

next  as  an  interpolat,ive  task.     These  were  followed  by  the  reintroduction

of  the  Bender  Test  with  instruct,ions  to  pel`fc)rm  the  t,ask  as  before  with

t,he  exception  of  producing  the  designs  on  the  special  BIP  paper.     Both

Bender`  administrations  were  identical  except  for  the  type  of  paper  used.

The  Wechsler  subjests  were  scored  according  to  manual  inst,ructions.     The

Bender  records  were  scor.ed  independently  by  a  technician  according  to

t,he  1968  Canter  manual  instruct,ions  as  based  on  the  Pascal-Suttell  sys-

tem.     Canter  and  Straumanis  were  not  surpr.ised  to  find  ITiarked  differences
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between  the  two  subject  groups,   taking  t,he  selection  of  samples  into

consideration.    Despite  the  fact  that  marked  differences  existed  between

the  mean  scaled  score   of  the   subjects   on  t,he  i,r`rAIS  subtests,   they  found

that  if  a  difference  of  four  scaled  score  points  or  more  from  the  mean

was  taken  as  criteria  for  deficit,  t,hen  as  many  as  29  percent,   (5  of  the

17)   of  the  second  group  would  show  this  deficit,.     Similar  results  were

obbained  when  the  regular  Bender  administrations  were  inspected  according

to  the  conventional  Pascal-,Suttell  Grit,eria.     Using  the  1968   (Canter)   cri-

teria  for  evaluation,  all  of  the  first  groups  Benders'   scores  showed  mild

to  moderate  deficit.     Canter  and  Straumanis  reported  that  ''the  BIP  effect,

was  quite  extreme  in  all  the  senile  pat,ients"   (p.  697).    Near   'catastrophic'

react,ions  were  observed  in  six  of  the  senile  patients  in  which  t,hey  displayed

an  inability  to  perform  on  the  BIP  phase  after  having  complet,ed  all  the

designs  on  the  regular  Bender  to  some  degree.     Examination  of  the  BIP  dat,a

for  the  second  subject  group  revealed  that  four  subject,s  shcwed  apparent

BIP  effect  but  only  one  of  these  was  at  a  level  demonst,rat,ing  deficit

according  to  Cant,el.'s  1968  critel`ia.

Using  the  size  of  t,he  D-Scol`e,   the  NP  index  and  the  level  of  perform-

ance  obt,aimed  by  t,he  total  error  score  on  standard  Bender  paper,   the  BIP

Benders  were  evaluated  for  diagnostic  efficiency.     Using  t,he  1968  crit,eria,

u  of  the  16  senile   subjects  and  one  of  the  17  healt,hy  subjectsl   records

would  be  classified  as  organic.    This  statistically  pr.oduces  a X2  =  18.9,

p  <.001.

The  PEG  results   showed  7  of  the   16  senile  subject,s  having  records

within  normal  limits  and  L  of  the  17  healthy  subjectsl   records  were  abnormal.

Little  concordance  bet,ween  the  EEC  records  and  the  results  of  the  psycho-

logical  test,s  was  noted.     (This  wa.s  consistent  with  findings  report,ed  by

Fjeld ,et  al.,(1966)   in  reference  to  diagnosis   of  organic  brain  disorder).
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Canter  (1976)  reports  that  he  re-examined  the  data  from  this  study

using  his  revised  criteria.    He  found  that,  using  the  current  matr.ix  for

classification,  all  of  the  senile  subjects  would  be  classified  as  organic

and  t,hat  t,he  one  non-senile  subject,  would  still  be  classified  as  organic.

He  reports  that  the  revised  rrlatl`ix  included  all  VI  and  VII  records  as

''C"   or  organic,  and  stat,es  t,hat  this  alt,erat,ion  seems  to  have  increased

the  precision  of  diagnosing  ext,remely  poor  records.    This  is  particularly

relevant  in  dealing  with  the  geriatric  subject  population.

Canter  and  Straumanis   (1969)  ccncluded  that  the  BIP  effect  accurately

r.eflected  the  degr.ee   of  impairmeut  associat,ed  with  chronic  brain  syndrome

in  senile  patients.    A  further  impartant  conclusion  was  that  the  BIP

appeared  to  "provide  a  col.rection  for  i,he  mild  t,o  mc>derate  decline  in

visuorriotor  ability  for  the  normal  aged  persons!'   (p.  697).     Furthermore,

this  was  done  without,  misclassifyihg  such  persons  as  being  diagnostically

organic.     The  conclusion was  reached  that  the  BIP  extended  the  usefulness  of

the  Bender  in  assessment  of  percept,ual-motor  changes  in  normal  and  patho-

logically  organic  aged  populations.

Summary  of  Literature and  Rational  for  Present  Study.     Those  indi-

viduals  in  t,he  population  who  are  labeled  as  aged  comprise  a  significant,

number.     Their  nurribers  are  increasing  and,   as  they  do  so,   a  proport,ional

increase  in  the  number.  of  elderly  individuals  requiring  assistance  from

the  mental  health  professional  should  be  expected.    At  present,,  t,he  single

most  prevalent  problem  dealt  with  concel`ning  t,his  age  group  in  organic

brain  syndrome.

The  observat,ion  of  recognized  behavioral  correlates  of  brain  ixpair-

ment  is  the  basis  for  inbst  determinations  of  diagnoses  of  organic  br.aim
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syndrome.    Tlhe  st,andard  psychiatric  int,erview  is  the   most  prevalent  and

trust,ed  method  of  determining  such  diagnosis.     TJowever,   there  is  a  measure

of  subjectivity  involved  in  such  assessment,  and  this  is  more  evident  when

the  impairment  is  of  a  mild  or  moderate  level.     Standardization  attempts

on  the  mental  st,atus  examination  ar.e,  for  the  most  part,  deficient  when

applied  to  geriat,r'ic  populations.     The  neuropsychological  examination

also  measures  behavioral  correlates  of  brain  impairment  a.nd  does  so  in  a

rather  objective  and  standardized  fashion.    However,   the  st,andard  neuro-

psychological  exanination  is  unsuitable  for  geriatric  populations  in

t,hat  it  is  either  oriented  towards  detection  of  rather  specific  damage  or

is  too  lengthy  and  cufroersome.

Pfeifferls  Short  Portable  Mental  St,at,us  Questionnaire   (SPMSQ)  and

Canterls  Background  Inter`ference  Procedure  with  the  Bender  GeLstalt

r`epresent  twc)  exceptic)ns.     Bot,h  are  short,  portable  and  have  objective

criteria  for  scoring.    Significant  validity and  reliability have  been

demonstrated  for  each  instrument  in  the  det,ection  of  organic  deficit  in

inst,itutionalized,  senile  elderly pat,ients.

With  I`eference  to  the   SPMSQ,   Pfeiffer.     (1975)  presents   substantia.I

data  verifying  the  validity  and  reliability  of  his  instrument  in  the  de-

tectic>n  of  OBS.     However,   it  appears  that  all  of  the  studies  presented

were  conducted  by  one  group  of  investigators  supervised  by  Pfeiffer.

Verification  of  the  SPMSQ's  diagnostic  efficacy  by  an  independent,  soul.ce

would  greatly  enhance  the  instrument's  credibility.     Tn  addition,   some

question  could  be  raised  I.egarding  the  nature   of  the   subject  populatic)n

affiliated  with  the  OARS  Clinic  at  Duke  University.    No  clear  description

of  tl``is  populat,ion  is  provided  by  Pfeiffer.     Just  how  closely  this
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population  resembles  individuals  in  contact,  wit,h  mental  healt,h  center  per-

sonnel  is  not  exrtlored  by  Pfeiffer.     Proof  of  the  SPMSQls  abilit,y  to

accurat,ely  detect,  OBS  in  a  population  taken  directly  from    t,he  geriat,ric

caselLoad  of  a  ty))ical  mental  health  center  would  clarify  the  question  of

its  usefulness  wit,h  this  population.

With  reference  to  the   BIP,   Cant,er  and   Straumanis   (1969)  have  presented

the  only  st,udy  to  date  exploring  it,s  diagnost,ic  validity with  geriatric

populations.    The  results  of  one  study  hardly  justify  the  use  of  the  BIP

wit,h  +,his  population.    Validation  of  the  instrument,ls  diagnostic  accuracy

by  another  sour.ce  would  appear  useful.     In  ac]di+,ion,   certain  factors  in

the  Canter  and  Straumanis  study  call  into  question  its  conclusions  regard-

ing  the  applicability  of  the  BIP with  geriatric  populations.    The  population

of  the  study  consisted  of  16  senile  psychiatric  inpatients  and  17  active

community  volunt,eers.     Proof  of  the  diagnost,ic  accur.acy  of  the  BIP  with

this  san'iple  hardly  lends  cl`edibility  t,o  the  usefulness  of  the  instrument

across  the  bl.oad  range  of  patient,s  seen  by  mental  health  personnel.    Evalu-

at,ion  of  t,he  BIP's  diagnost,ic  accuracy with  a  population  incorpol`at,ing

both  organic  and  non-organic  geriatric  subjects  a.nd  community  volunteers

would  appear  valuable.     An  addit,ional  point  of  discussion  involves  the

lcatastrophic  reaction'   reported  by  Canter  and  Straur"anis   (1969)  in  which

subjects  who`had  completed  all  designs  in  the  regular  Bender  administration

were  unable  t,o  perform  at  all  on  the  second  test  administ,I.ation  with  the

BIP  paper.     An  examination  of  this  phenomena  across  a  broader  range  of

subjects  would  lend  clarifica.Lion  as  t,o  whether  it  is  due  tr)  organicit,y

or  possibly  some  ot,her  factor.
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The  present  study  examined  the  diagnostic  validit,y  of  both  the  SPMSQ

and  BIP  in  reference  to  psychiatric  diagnosis   of  OBS:     It,  attempted  t,o

validate  both  instruments  aB  an  independent  investigat,ion  from  previc>us

st,udies.     The  contribution  of  t,he  present  study's  population  was  that  is

was  drawn  from bot,h  geriatric  inpatients  and  outpatients.     The  dat,a  from

these  samples  were  compared  to  a  mat,ching  set  of  dat,a  from  active  geriatric

community  volunteel`s.     The  samples  drawn  from  bot,h  the  inpatient,  and  out-

patient  populat,ions  were  randomly  selected  from  the  available  subject

pool  excluding  individuals  wit,h  a  hist,ory  of  chronic  excessive  drinking.

In  t,his  way,   one  gained  an  indicat,ion  of  incidence  of  t,he  OBS  diagnosis

within  the  psychiat,ric  populations.    Additionally,  one  was  able  to  compare

the   'organic'   test  results  with  those  of  pat,ients  in  t,he  sane  loc,.2tion,

not  diagnosed  as  having  OBS,   seen  and  treated  by  identical  mental  health

personnel.

The  present  study  also  attexpted  to  examine  the  relationship  of

educational  level  to  psychiatric  diagnosis.     Pfeiffer   (1975)  has  demon-

strated  a  significant  relati onship  bet,ween  educational  level  and  impaired

performance   on  t,he  SPMSQ.     After  examination  of  the   SPMSQ,   BIP  and  educa-

tional  level  result,s  wit,h  psychiatric  diagnosis  respectively,  the  present

study  incorporated  all  t,he  data  into  a  mult,iple  regression  equation.    The

results  fl.()in  t,he  multiple  regression  equation  comput,at,ion  demonstrated  how

the  resints  from  the  individual  measures  interact,ed  and  how  t,hey  were  best

combined  to  yield  a  prediction  scor.e  for  diagnostic  presence  of  OBS.
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METHOD

Subjects

The  subjects  consisted  of  three  groups  of  12  individuals  comprising

a  total  of  36  subjects.     Group  I  consisted  of  12  persons  who  were  in-

patient,s  on  t,he  Geropsychiatry  Unit  of  Broughton  Hospital,  Morganton,

North  Carolina.     Grc>up  2  consisted  of  12  persons  who  were  cur.rently  on

t,he  geriatric  caseload  of  Foothills  Mental  Health  Center,  Lenoir,  North

Carolina.     Group  3  cc)nsisted  of  12  persons  living  in  a  semi-rural  com-

munity  in  Piedmont  North  Carolina.    A,ll  subjects  in  Groups  I  and  2  were

I.andomly  selected  from  the  available  subject  pool  at  the  time  of  the

investigation,  excluding  only  those  individuals  whose  records  shcwed  a

history  of  chronic  alcohol  abuse.     None   of  the  subjects  in  GI`oup  3  were

using  mental  health  services  at  the  time  of  the  investigation  nor  had

they  used  such  servuces  in  the  past.     In  addition,  all  subjects  in  Group  3

were  involved  in  various  community  activities  including  a  community-based

"young-at-heart"  club  as  well  as  church  activities.     Subjects  in  Group  3

were  not  t,aking  medicat,ion  considered  ps:irchotropic   on  a  regular  basis.

All  subjects  were  65  years  of  age  or  older.     The  mean  age  for  all  three

groups  was  73.0  years.    A  t-test  analysis  of  the  individual  group  mean

ages   (Group  1  =   7h.5  yrs.;   Group  2   =   70.7  yrs.;   Gr'oup  3   =   73.8  yrs.)

yielded  no  significant  differences  among  the  groups.     All  subjects  were

Caucasian.     Inspection  of  the  data  regarding  sex  revealed  that  both  Groups

1  and  2   (Inpatients  and   Out,patients)  were  67  percent  female  and  Group  3

(Controls)  was  58  percent  female.     Subjects  were  classified  with  I.espect

to  Educat,ional  level  according  to  Pfeiffer's   (1975)  thl`ee-level  system
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(Appendix  C).     A  i,-test  analysis   of  the  individual  group  means   (GI.oup  1  =

I.50,   rrroup  2  =  i.58,   Group  3   =   1.92)  with  respect  to  the   subject,  popula-

tion  mean  educationa.i  level   (i.67  on  a  scale   of  i  i,o  3)  revealed  no

significant  differences.

Psychiatric  diagnosis  was  considered  the  dependent  variable  or  criteria

variable  for  the  evaluation  of  SPMSQ  result,s,  BIP  results  and  l]ducational

level.     In  reference  to  psychiatl`ic  diagnosis,   Group   (Inpatients)  con-

t,aimed  50  percent,   (6   of  12)   subjects   diagnosed  as  having  OBS.     Group  2

(Outpatients)   contained  25  percent   (3  of  12)   subjects  diagnosed  as  having

OBS.     For  statistical  pur'poses,   subjects  in  GI.oup  3   (Controls  were  arbi-

trarily  dia.gnosed  as  not,  having  OBS.

Materials

Materials  for  the  administl`ation,  evaluation  and  scoring  of  the

SPMSQ  consisted  of  the   SPMSQ  for.in   (Appendix  A),   as  well  as  the   instruc-

tions  and  scoring  criteria   (Appendices  8  and  C).

Materials  for`  the  administration  of  the  BIP  consisted  of  the  standard

Bender-Gestalt  test  cards,   8]is"  X  11"  white  paper  for  the  regular  Bender

administratic>n,  #2  lead  pencils  and  one  sheet  of  the  BIP  paper   (Appendix

E)  with  standard  carbc>n  paper  and  8]j!"  X  11"  white  paper  attached  behind.

For  the  evaluation  and   scoring  of  the  result,s,  the  scoring  sheet  to  the

BIP  paper   (Appendix  D),   t,he  scoring  criteria  included  in  the  Cant,er

1976  manual,   a  protractor  and  a  ruler  measuring  in  ITiillimeters  wel`e  used.

In  addit,ion,   a  Subject  Data  Sheet   (Appendixl)  was  corr]plet,ed  for

each  subject,.     This  functioned  as  a  cover`  sheet  identifying  the  data  for

each  subject.
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Procedure

All  subject,s  were  treated  in  an  ident,ical  fashion  with  t,he  except,ion

that  medical  recol`ds  for  bot,h  inpat,lent,s  and  outpatients  were  consulted

regarding  diagnosis,  possible  hist,ory  of  chl`onic  alcohol  abuse  and  a

varieiey  of  demographic  variables  recorded  on  the  Subject  Data  Sheet

(Appendix  I).     Regarding  those   subjects  included  in  Group  3,   information

regarding  medication  and  history  of  health  care  was  taken  at  face  value.

In  addition,  information  regarding  alcohol  ingestion  was  solicit,ed  and

accepted  at  face  value.     Subjects  in  Group  i  were  approached  and  tested

on  the  wards  of  the  Geropsychiatry  Unit  of  the  hospital.     Subjects  in

Group  2  were  tested  either  at  the  Foothills  Mental  Healt,h  Cent,er  o,r  at

t,heir  homes  during  the  course  of  a  home  visit  conducted  by  t,he  Geriatric

Nurse  on  t,he  staff .     All  examinations  were  c.nducted  at  a  t,able  or  desk

of  suitable  height  upon  which  to  comfortable  perform  paper  work.     The

procedure  was  also  conducted  in  a  quiet  place,  free  from  distract,ion.

Upon  introduction,  the  exam.iner  spent  a.  portion  of  time  att,emptihg

to  establish  some  degr.ee  of  rapport  with  the  subject  and  requesting

per`mission  to  use  their  results  in  the  study.     Anonymity was  emphasized.

During  t,his  t,ime,  demographic  data  required  for  completion  of  the  Subject

Data  Sheet   (Appendir  I)  a.nd  for  completion  of  the  SPMSQ  evaluation   (Appen-

dix  A)  was   obtained.     The  procedure  was  presented  to  the  subject,s  as  a

test  of  coordination  and  rriemory.

Initially,  a  regular  Bender-Gestalt  test,  administration was  conducted

using  8L¢"  X  11"  white  paper,  #2  pencils  and  regular  Bender  cards.     (Instruc-

tions  for  the  a.dministrat,ion  c)f  the  Bender   (bot,h  regular  and  BIP)  are

presented  in  Appendix  J).
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Next,   the  SplrsQ  was  administered  t,o  the  subject,.     It  also  functioned

as  an  interpolat,ive  task  bet,ween  Bender  administrations.

Next,,   the  Bender  cards  were  presented  again  to  the  subject.     The  sub-

ject  was  requested  to  recopy  the  designs   on  the  BIP  paper   (Appendix  E)

which  was  then  presented  t,o  the  subject.

This  was  f ollowed  by  a  short  time  period  during  which  r.eact,ions  to

t,he  testing  were  elicit,ed  and  t,hanks  were  given  i`or  the  subject's  coopera-

tion  and  effort.

Statistical  Analysis

Statist,ics  wer`e  computed  wit,h  the  aid  of  a  Univac   90/60  comput,er  at

the  Appalachian  St,ate  Universit,y  Computer  Cent,er  utilizing  the  St,atistical

Package  for  the  Social  Sciences   (Nie  et  al.,1975) programs .

For  statistical  puxposes,  psychiatric  diagnosis  of  OBS  was  represent,ed

by  a  score   of  I  and  diagnosis   ot,her  than  OBS  was  represented  by  a  score

of  0.     The   SPMSQ  I.esults  were  dichotomized   into   lBS   (moder.ate  to   severe

impairment)  versus  non-OBS   (no  to  mild  impairment).     The  BIP  results  were

dichotomized   into   OBS   (Class   "C"`)   versus   non-OBS   (Classes   ''A"   or   "8").

For  both  test  res'ilts,   OBS  diagnosis  was  statistically  represent,ed  by  a

score   of  I  and  non-OBS  diagnosis  by  a  score   of  0.     I)ata  from  the   SPMSQ

and  BIP  rest  results  were  analyzed  by  the  use  oi.  the  Chi  squat.e   (X2)   and

Phi   (j/)   st,at,ist,ics.    All  chi  square  statistics  were  computed  using  Yate'S

correction  proct-tdure  due  to  t,he   small  number'  of  subjects.     Educatic)nal

level   (as  rated  on  Pfeiffer's   (1975)  t,hree-level  syst,em)  was  compared  to

psychiatric  diagnosis  by  the  use  of  Kendall's  Tau  c  statist,ic   (Nie  et  al.,

1975).     Chi  square,   Phi  a.nd  Tau  c   statistics  were  computed  twice,   once

incorporating  dat,a  from  Groups  I  and  2,  and  again,  incorporating  all

thr.ee  Groups'   data.
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A  multiple  regression  equation  was  computed  with  psychiatric  diagnosis

as  the  dependent,  variable  and  SPMSQ  results,  BIP  results  and  Educational

level  as  independent   (or  predictor)  variables.    Data  from  all  subject,

Groups  was  incorporated  in  the  equat,ion  computation.

RESULTS
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Psychiatric  diagnosis  was  considered  the  dependent  variable  or  cri-

teria  variable  for  the  evaluation  of  bot,h  SPMSQ  and  BIP  results.     Table

i  presents  the  number  of  valid  and  false  positives  and  valid  and  false

negatives  for  both  the  SPMSQ  and  BIP  across  all  subject  groups.     Eight,

of  the  nine   'organic'   subjects  were  correctly  diagnosed  by  the  SPMSQ.

(In  the  case  of  the  one  exception,  i,he  individualls  score  missed  the  moder-

ate  impairment  level  by  one  point).     Additionally,  the  SPMSQ  correct,ly

classified  all   'non-organic'   subjects   (including  all  control  subject,).

Table  2  presents  Chi  square  and  Phi  values  for  both  SPMSQ  and  BIP  result,s

with  psychiatr.ic  diagnosis  for  Gr.oups   i  and  2,   and  Groups  I,   2  and  3.

Highly  significant   (a <.001)  Chi  squar.e  st,at,istical  I.elationships  were

obtained  wit,h  the  SPMSQ.     Corl.esponding  Phi  coefficients   (giving  an  indi-

cation  of  the  strength  of  the  relatic>nship)  were   .913  for  GI.oups  i  ancj   2

and   .926  for  Groups   i,   2  and  3.     The  increment  in  both  Chi  square  and

Phi  vaules  due  to  the  inclusion  of  the  contr`ol  group   (3)  demonstrated

the  SPMSQ's  validity  across  a  broad  range  of  geriatric  populat,ions.

Thus,   the  SPMSQ  was   shown  to  be   a  highly  accurate  assessment  device  for

OBS   assessment.

Analysis  of  the  statistics  regarding  BIP  results  compared  to  psychi-

atric  diagnosis   (Tables  1  and  2)  shcwed  that  the  BIP  corl.ectly  identified

all  nine   'organic'   subjects.     However,   the  BIP  incorrectly  identified  as

lorganicl   one  inpa.tient,,   seven  outpatients,   and  foul.   (33  percent)   controls.

Despite  this  apparent  tendency  to  over-classify  in  the   lorganicl   direction,

significant  Chi  square  statistics  were  obtained  for  t,he  instrument   (E<.05,

a <.01).     Corl.esponding  T'hi  coefficients  were   .h97  for.  Groups   1  and  2  and
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Table   i.     SPMSQ  and  BIP  Diagnost,ic  Results   Across  All  Subject,  Groups

Group   1
( Inpatients )

Group  2
( Outpatients )

Group  3
(Controls )

SPMSQ  Results
Valid  Posit,ives
False  Posit,ives
Valid  Negatives
False  Negatives

Total

BIP  Result,s
Valid  Positives
False  Positives
Valid  Negatives
False  Negatives

Total

ii    For  statistical  purposes,  all  controls  wer.e  arbitrarily  diagnosed
as   non-OBS.

Table  2.    Ch±a:3u::: #t:)p:;:h::±r±(c¢ 3±:::::i:i:::  g:::5:SLf::ds;MSQ

and  Groups   i,   2   and  3.

SPMSQ  with
Psyc.  Diag.

BIP  with
Psyc.  Diag.

33

Groups   i  and  2                                   Groups   I,   2   and  3

X;  =  ?;i;00,I  df,  a ¢.001     X¢2  =  :;;:29,I  df,  p4.00l

X¢2=:i;i6,  ldf,a"5         X;=€4t38,  ldf,P<.01
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.L[88  for  Groups  i,   2  and  3.     Thus  the  BIP  was  demonst,rated  t,o  significantly

differentiate   'organic'  from  'non-organic'   subjects  when  taken  individually

as  a.n  assessment  measure.

As  stated  above,  Pfeiffer  (1975)  found  Educat,ional  level  significantly

related  to  impaired  performance   on  the  SpusQ.     A  Kendall's  Tau  c  was  com-

puted  between  Educationsl  level   (as  measul`ed  by  the  three-level  system

of  Pfeiffer(1975)  and  psychiat,ric  diagnosis.     A  Tau  c  of  -.315   (B4.05)

was  found  for  Groups   i  and  2   and  a  Tau  c   of  -.3LL5   (p { .05)  was   found  for

Groups   1,   2  and  3.     Thus,   a  psychiatric  diagnosis   of  OBS  was  found  to  be

significa.ntly  related  to  a  lower  educational  level  in  this  population.

A  multiple  regression  equation  was  computed  wit,h  psyc+,iatric  diagnosis

as  the  dependent   (or  criteria)  variable  and  SplusQ  I.esults,  BIP  results  and

Educational  level  as  independent   (or  predictor)  variables.    Table  3  pre-

sents  the  correlat,ion  coefficients  between  the  three  independent  variables

and  the  dependent  var.iable  computed  as  part  of  the  analysis.    A  coefficient

of   .9258  was  obt,ained  between  SPMSQ  result,s   and  psychiatric  diagnosis.     A

coefficient  of   .L880  was  obtained  between  DIP  results  and  psychiatric  diag-

nosis,   a.nd  a  coefficient  of  -.3LLh3  was  obtained  between  Educational  level

and  psychiat,ric  diagnosis.     These  results  appear.  to  reitel`at,e  t,hose  pre-

sented  above.    Table  L  pr.esents  a  portion  of  the  data  obt,aimed  through

the  multiple  regression  analysis.     The  R  Square  value  indicated  t,hat  87

percent,  of  the  vafriance  in  psychiatric  diagnosis  was  accounted  for  by  the

combination  of  SPMSQ  results,  BIP  results  and  Educat,ional  level  taken  t,o-

gether.     The  Standard  Error  value  indicated  t,hat  predict,ed  psychiatric

dia.gnosis  differed,   on  the  average,  from  obtained  psychiat,ric  diagnosis

by  .16790  units.     The  magnitude  of  these  values  indicat,ed  that    ``a  highly

Ta.ble  3.     Correlation  Coefficients  Bet,ween  SPMSQ,   BIP  and  Educational
level  with  Psychiatric  Diagnosis

SPMSQ

SIP

Educat,ional  level

Psychiatric  Diagnosis

.9258

.L'880

-.3LL3

35
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Table  h.     Multiple  Regression  Equation  Computation  Results

R  Square   =   .86635
Standard  Er`ror  =   .16790

8                Beta

.93617           .89883

.10306           .1173h

Educat,ional  level                .03891         .06697

(Const,ant)                               -.08301

:17

accurate  prediction  of  psychiatric  diagnosis  could  be  obtained  if  the  com-

bined  results  of  the  S['MSQ,   BIP  and  Educational  level  were  obtained.     The

8  values   (part,ial  regression  coefficients)  indicated  the  influence  of

each  respective  independent  vat.iable  on  psychiatric  diagnosis  prediction

with  adjustment  made  for  all  other  independent  variables.     In  other  words,

the  unique  contribution  of  each  independent,  variable  to  t,he  predict,ion  of

psychiatric  diagnosis  was  given  by  the  8  and  Beta  values.    The  8  values

incorporated  a  Constant  which  was  to  be  added   (or  subtracted)  fl`om  obtained

predicted  psychiatric  diagnosis  values.     The  Bet,a  values  were  standardized

regression  coefficient,s  which  indicat,ed  t,he  relative  contribution  of  each

variable,  negating  the  influence  of  the  const,ant.     These  values  indicated

that,  the  SPMSQ  gave  the  gI.eatest  relative  contribution  to  the  predict,ed

psychiatric  diagnosis  with  a  relative  contribution  of  appl.eximately  .90.

The  BIP  r`elative  contribution  was  approximat,ely  .12  and  the  relative  con-

tribution  of  Educational  level  was   .07.
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I) ISCUSS ION

The  Chi  square  and  Phi  statistical  results  demonst,rat,e  that,  the  SPMSQ

is  a  highly  si.gnificant   (a <.001)   inst,rument  in  the  assessment  of  factors

involved  in  the  OBS  diagnc>sis.     The  correlation  coefficient,  of   .9258  be-

tween  SPMSQ  r.esult,s  and  psychiatric  diagnosis  results  indicates  t,hat  both

are  highly  related.     This  is  seen  as  evidence  that  the  SPMSQ  is  a  highly

accurate  instrument  for  the  assessment  of  OBS  and  t,hat  the  finding  of

Pfeiffer   (1975)  are  substant,iated.

The  Chi  square  and  Phi  statistical  results  demonstrat,e  that,  the  BIP

is  a  significant   (8< .05,  a  {.01)  instrument  in  the  assessment  of  per-

ceptual-motor  factors  involved  in  0-BS  psychiatric  diagnosis.     However,

examination  of  the  statistics  pr.esented  in  TaBle  i  indicate  that  the  BIP

evidences  a  tendency  to   lover-classify'   as  organic  individuals  in  all

three  subject  groups.     The  correlat,ion  coefficient  of   .Li880  and  the  stand-

ardized  regression  coefficient  of  .12  indicat,e  that,  the  relative  cont,ribution

of  the  RIP  results  is  cc)nsiderably  less  t,ban  the  SPMSQ.     It  appears  that

the  BIP  is  less  efficient  in  verifying  or  predicting  psychiat,ric  diagnosis

than  the  SPMSQ.     One  possible  explanation  for  t,hese  results  concerning  t,he

BTP  is  that,  the  instrument  measured decrements  in  a  perceptual-motor

skill  which,   t,bough  related  to  the  Organic  Brain  Syndrome,  is  also  an  in-

tegral  part  of  the  aging  process.    This    appears'' to  not  substantiate  the

assertion  of  Canter.  and  St,raumanis   (1969)  that  the  BIP  adequat,ely  adjusted

for  natural  decline  in  perceptual-motor  abilities  in  the  aged.    This

indicates  that  t,he  BIpls  efficiency  in  evaluat,ion  of  the  OBS  in  geriat,ric

populations  might  be  enhanced  by  atterTpts  at  the  development  of  more

accurately  st,andardized  scoring  critel.ia  for  such  populations.
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The   significant,  Tau  c   (p < .05)  found  between  psychiatric  diagnosis

and  Educational  level  indicates  that  a  diagnosis  of  OBS  is  related  to  a

lower  Educational  level.    This  is  consistent,  with  Pfeiffer's   (1975)  find-

ings.     One  possible  explanat,ion  for  i,his  relatit]nship  is  that,  individuals

requiring  mental  healt,h  assistance  f or  problems  associat,ed  with  organicity

come  from  lower  socio.-economic   classes  and,   correspondingly,   do  not  have

the  opportunit,y  for  higher  educational  attainrrient.     However,   since  signi-

ficant,  I.elationships  are .found  using  only  the  groups  sel`ved  by  mental

healt,h  personnel   (i  and  2)  as  well  as  all  groups,  this  int,erpretation  is

quest,ionable.     A  more  tenable  explanation  i.or  tttis  relationship  tis  that

both  psychiatric  interview  and  SprsQ  measure  I.act,ors  which  are  related

to  verbal.  fluency which  is,  in  turn,  related  to  educational  attainment.

These  findings  suggest,  that,   for  an  accur'ate  estimate   of  ol`ganic  impairment,

to  be  made,   some  understanding   of  the  subtject's  educational  background

should  be   known.

The  Beta,   or  stanc}ardized  regl`ession  coeffi.cients  given  in  the  mul-

tiple  regression  analysis   (.90  for`  t,he  SPMSQ,   .12  for  the  BTP,   .07  for

Educcit,ional  level)   indicates  tti. i,  t.hc  SPMSQ  gives  the  greatest  relative

contribution  of  any  of  the  three  variables.    This  indicates  that,   if  one

were  to  t,ake  t,he  result,s  from  all  thl.ee  variiables  into  consideration  in

the  predict,~ion  of  psychiatric  diagnosis,  with  regards  to  OBS,   DIP  results

and  Educational  level  should  be  used  only  in  a  supplemental  fashion.

In  conclusion,   t,he  present  study  cont,ributes  t,o  t,he  development  of

assessment  procedures  for  OBS  in  geriatric  populations  in  that  it,  demonstrat,es,

as  an  independent  source,   the  SPMSQ  to  be  a  highly  effective  as  well  as

efficient  instrument  for  such  assessment.     The  present,  study  also
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demonst,rates  the  BIP  to  be  a  significant  inst,rument  in  OBS  assessment,   as

an  independent  evaluation.    Furthermor.e,  the  lust,rument,s l   significant  abili-

ties  are  demonstrated  in  a  popula,Lion  t,aken  dil.ect,ly  from  geriatric

individuals  served  by  mental  healt,h  personnel,  both  inpatient  and  outpat,ient

as  well  as  geriatric  individuals  not,  served  by  such  professionals.     In

addition,   Pfeiffer's  findings   (1975)  concerning  t,he  significant,   (negative)

relationship  between  educational  level  and  OBS  are  verified.     The  present,

study  demonstrates  further  that  the  combining  of  various  indicators  of

the  same  syndrome  may  indicate  quite  definite  preferences  which  should  be

given  to  individual  data  sources.     Such  combinations  should  enable  t,he

clinician  to  make  as  accurate  an  estimate  as  possible  concerning  organicity

using  a  minimum  of  sources.

It  should  be  noted  t,hat  the  present  study was  limited  in  t,ime  and  man-

power  and  that,,   consequently,  the  number  of  subjects  was  small  and  required

st,at,istical  ad.justment,.     The  inclusion  of  a  larger  number  of  records  would

give  a  more  credible  estimate  of  the   interrelations  of  t,he  variables  measured

here ®
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Short,  Port,able  Mental  Status  Questionnair.e   (SPMSQ)

Erie  Pfeiffer,   M.D.

Instructions:    Ask  quest,ions  i-10  in  this  list  and  record  all  answers.

Ask  quest,ion  hA  only  if  patient,  does  not  have  a  telephone.     Record

total  number  of  error.s  based  on  ten  questions.

1.  What,  is  t,he  date  today?
Month                     Day                         Ye ar

2.  What  day  of  the  week  is  it?

3.  What,  is  the  name  of  this  place?

h.  Ithat,  is  your  t,elephone  number?

hA.1,that,  is  your  street  address?
(Ask only  if  patient,  does  not,  have  a  telephone

5.   How  old  are  you?

6.  When  were  you  born?

7.  WEL`io   is   t,he   President   of  t,he   U.S.   now?

8.  Who  was  President  just  before  him?

9.  What  was  your  mother's  maiden  nalTie?

10.   Subtract  3  from  20  and  keep  subt,racting  3  fl.om  each  new
number,   all  the  way  down.

Total  Number  of  Errors

Patient's  Name :

To  Be  Completed  by  Interviewer

Dat'e :

Sex:     1.   Male
2.   Female

Years  of  Education:

Interviewer I s  Name :

Race:     I.  White
2.   Black
3.   Other

I.  Grade  School
2.  High  School
3.   Beyond  High  School
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Appendix  a

Instruct,ions  for  Completion  of
The   Shot.t  Portable  Mental  Stat,us  Questionnaire   (SPMSQ)

Ask  the  subject  quest,ions  I  through  10  in  this  list  and  record  all
answers.     All  responses  to  be  scot.ed  correct  must  be  given  by  subject
witho`ut  reference  to  calendar,  newspaper,  birth  eel.tificat,e,   or  other
aid  to  memory.

Question  I  is  t,o  be  scored  correct,ly  only when  the  exact  month,
exact  date,  and  the  exact  year  are  given  correctly.

Question  2  is  self-explanatory.

Question  3  should  be  scored  correctly  if  any  corl.ect  description  of
the  location  is  given.     "My  home,"  correct  name  of  the  town  or  city  of
residence,  or  the  name  of  hospit,al  or  instit,ution  if  subject  is  institu-
tionalized,  are  all  acceptable.

Quest,ion  h  should  be  scored  correctly when  the  correct  telephone
number  can  be  verified,   or  when  the  subject  can  repeat  the  same  number
at  another  point  in  the  questioning.

Question  5  is  scored  correct  when  stat,ed  age  corr`esponds  to  date
of birth .

Question  6  is  to  be  scored  correctly  only when  the  month,  exact
date,  and  year  are  all  given.

Question  7  requires  only  the  last  name  of  the  President.

Question  8  I.equires  only  t,he  last  name  of  the  previous  President.

Question  9  dces  not  need  to  be  verified.     It  is  scored  correct  if
a  female  first  name  plus  a  last  name  other  than  subject,ls  last  name  is
given.

Question  10  requires  that  the  entire  series  must  be  per.formed  cor-
I.ectly  in  order  to  be  scored  as  col.rect.    Any  error  in  the  series  or
unwillingness  to  at,tempt  the  series  is  scored  as  incor.rect.

Appendix  C

Scoring  of  the  Short  Portable  Mental  Stat,us  Quest,ionnaire   (SPMSQ)

h9

The  data  suggest  that  both  education  and  race  influence  performance

on  the  Mental  Status  Quest,ionnaire  and  they  must  accordingly be  taken

int,o  account  in  evaluating  the  score  at,tained  by  an  individual.

For  purposes  of  scoring,  t,hree  educational  levels  have  been  estab-

lished:     a)  persons  who  have  had  only  a  grade  school  education;  b)  persons

who  have  had  any  high  school  education  or  who  have  completed  high  school;

c)  persons  who  have  had  any  education  beyond  the  high  school  level,   in-

cluding  college,   graduate  school  or  business  school.

For  white  subject,s  with  at,  least,  some  high  school  education,  but,

not  more  than  high  school  education,  t,he  following  criteria  have  been

e stab li shed :

0-2  Er.I.ors

3-h  Err.ors

5-7  EI.rors

8-10  EI`rors

Int,act  Intellectual  Functioning

Mild  Tnt,ellect,ual  Impairment

Moder.ate  Intellectual  Impair.ment

Severe  Intellectual  Impairnent

Allow   one  more  err`or  if  subject  has  had   only  a  grade  school  educat,ion.

Allow  one  less  error  if  subject,  has  had  education  beyond  high  school.

Allow  one  more  error  for  black  subjects,  using  identical  education

Grit,eria ,
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Appendix  D

BIP  Scoring  Sheet
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BIp  Paper
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Appendix  F

Obtained  Indices  of  Deviation  wit,h  t,he  BIP

Total  Score  for  Designs

After  scoring  each  design  for  deviation  items  according  to  t,he  cri-

teria  in  t,he  manua.1,  the  weight,ed  scores  for  the  deviations  are  entered

in  t,he  appropriate  spaces  on  the  score   sheet.     These  are  summed  for  a

total  deviat,ion  score  for  each  mode  of  administ,ra.Lion  on  each  design.

If  t,he  total  deviat,ion  score  for  a  design  exceeds  t,he  Maximum  I)eviation

Score  for  that  design,   t,he  Maximum  Deviat,ion  Scor.e  is   substituted  f or

the  obtained  deviation  score.

The  BIP  Difference   Score   (D-Score)

The  Total  Deviation  Scol.e  for  t,he  standard  mode   of  administr.ation

is  subtracted  from  the  Tot,al  Tleviation  Scor.e  for  the  BIP  mode,  preser.ving

the  sign.     This  gives  the  BIP  D-Score  which  may  range  from  positive  i,o

negative  values.     A  positive  D-Score  indicates  a  lar.ger  tc)ta.i  of  deviation

scores,   consider.ing  all  designs,   for  the  BIP  mode  than  for  the  standar'd

mode,   or  a  posit,ive  BIP  ei.feet.     A  Eero  effect,  or  negative  BIP  effect

would  be  indicated  by  a  zero  or.  negative  D-Score.

Number  of  I)esigns  with  Posit,ive  BIP  Effect   (NP)

The  number  of  designs  of  the  test  in  which  there  is  a  significantly

positive  BIP  effect  gives  the  number  positive   (NP).     For  there  t,o  be  a

significant  difference,  the  total  for  the  devia,Lions  under  the  BIP  rriode

must  exceed  the  total  for  deviat,ions  under  the  st,andard  mode  of  admini-

st,rat,ion  for`  the  particular  design  by  at  least  two  point,s.

I)esign  Overlap  Score  Difference   (DOD)

Though  not  incorporated  in  the  actual  evaluation  o£`   the  BIP  effect,,

an  additional  score  which  Canter  suggest,s  may  have  r.esearch  or  clinical

•E]Ei

interest  and  which  may  be  used  in  evaluation  of  bol`derline  records  is

the  Design  Overlap  Score  Difference   (DOD).    When  the  drawing  of  a  design

on  either.  mode  over.laps  the  drawing  of  anot,her.,   a  I)esign  Overlap  Score

may  be  recorded.     The   score  difference  between  the  modes  gives  a  I)esign

Overlap  Score  Difference   (DOD).     As   in  the  BIP  D-Score  evaluat,ion,   a

positive  DOD  score   indicates  more   incidences  of  overlap  in  the  DIP  mode

than  in  the  st,andard  mode  of  administration.    For  the  purposes  of  this

investigation,   the  BOD  was  not  consider.ed  in  the  evaluation  of  the  results.

Base   I.evel  of  Perfor.mance

A  wide  range   of  perforrriance  can  be  encountered  in  t,he  regular  Bender

administrat,ion without  the  introduction  of  t,he  BIP  and  the  DIP  D-Score

gives  no  indicat,ion  of  i,he  general  level  of  performance.     It,  was,  therefore,

found  necessary  t,o  develop  a  met,hod  of  examining  the  BIP  effect  relative

to  the  general  perfol.mance  and  this  is  the  Base  Level.
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Appendix  G

Table  5.     Range  of  Total  Deviation  Scor.es  on  Standard  Paper
Divided  Into  Base  Levels

Range  of  Total
Deviat,ion  Scores
on  Standard  Paper

0-15     16-29    30-39    LO-59    60-79     80-99     loo+

I              11          Ill            IV            V              VI         VII

Appendix  H

Table  6.     Classification  of  Records  According  to  Base  Levels
and  D-Scores  f or  Diagnosis

Base                   Base            Base   Levels          Base
Ijevel  I           Level  Il       III  &  IV           Level  v

NP                             NP                             NP                             NP

5J

Base
Levels

VI   &  VII

D-Scores     1  2   3  L  }h I  2  3  h   th    I  2  3  h  }h    I  2  3  I  *

+\                A   A   A   A      A      A.   A   A   A      A      A.   A   A   A      A.      A.   A   AB      C

+2                A   A   A   A      A      A.   A   A   A      A      A   A   A   A      A      A   A   A   C      C

+3               AAAB      a      AAAB      8      AAAB      a      AA   C   C      C

+h                 AABC       C       AABC       C       AABC       C       BC    CC       C

>Li                 AACC       C       AACC       C       AABC       C       BCCC       C

Diagnostic  Classificat,ion  fc)r  all Base  Levels:

''C"   =  organic  brain  disorder.
"AW   =  no  organic  brain  disol.der
''8"  =  borderline  or  equivocal  results
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Appendix  I

Subject,  Data  Sheet

Subject  Number:

Inpatient?                   Outpatient?                 Cont,r ol?

PI`evious  inpat,lent?           If  Yes,   Ijist,:     Inst,it,ution,  Duration,  and  I)iagnosis

Present  Medication:      (Give  dosage  rate  and  how  long  t,aken)

PI.esent  I)iaF€nosis:     (Primary  and  Secondary,   if  given)

Previous  Diagnosis:      (PI.imary  and  Secondary)

Mood   at  time  of  t,est,ing:

History  of  Alcohol  Abuse?

Appendix  J

59

Instructions  for  Administrat,ion  of  BIP  Sequence

§±£p  i.    Use  blank  white  paper.     Inst,ruct  subject  as  follcws   (minor  vari-

ations   t,o  fit,  the   language   level  may  be  followed):     ''1  WOULD  LIKE  YOU  T0

I)o   sorvm   TiRAwlNG   FOR   ME.       I   HAVH   MINE   cARDs   HERE.       oN   EACH   CARI)   THERE   Is

A   DESIGN.       I  WANT   Y:)U   T0   COPY  EACII   0F   THESE   NINE   DESIGNS   0N   THIS   SINGLE

SHEET   OF   PAPER.      COPY   THE   DESIGNS   FREEHAND  WITHOUT   SKETC+TING."       (If   asked

what,  is  meant  by  sketching,  explain  that  it  refer.s  to  the  lit,tie  lines

artist,s  use   t,o  make   an   c>utline  before  making   solid  lines.)     ''TRY  TO  MAKE

THEM   THE   SAME   SIZE   AS   THE   ONE   ON   TIH   CARI).''

The  use  of  a  ruler  or  any  such  object,  will  not  be  allcwed.     Turning

of  cal`ds  will  be  discouraged.     Subject,s  will  be  allowed  to  erase.    Notes

will  be  taken  of  any  alt,erat,ion  in  mode  of  performance   (e.g.,  card  rot,ation,

paper  turning,   sketching,  et,c.).

If  mor`e  than  one  at,tempt  is  made  on  a  design wit,hout  erasure  of  pre-

vious  attexpts,  the  design  which  the  subject  wishes  to  repl.esent  his  at,tempt

should  be  noted.

§±£g  i.     Interpolat,ive  task  given   (in  this  case,  the   SPMSQ).

§±±B  2.    Bender  test  is  I`eint,roduced  wit,h  the  following  instructions:
''NCW   YOU   ARE   T0   RF,COPY   THE   SAME   NINE   DESIGNS   THAT   YOTT   I)ID   BEFORE.       THIS

TIRE   RAKE   YOUR   FREEHAND   COPIES   0N   TIIIS   SPECIAL   PAPER   (BIP   sheet,   placed

before   subject)  .      COPY  THE   I)ESIGNS   EXACTLY   THE  WAY   YOU   DID BEFORE,    ON

THIS  STNGLF.  SHEET  0F  PAPER."     The   same   guidelines   given  in  t,he   first,

administration  apply  here  as  well.     If  t,he  subject,  asks  about  squeezing

the   designs   bet,ween  the   lines,   say  "YOU   SHOULD   MARE  YOUR  FREEHAND   COPIES

OF  THE   nF.slGNs   EXACTLy  THE  wAy   you  DID   BEFORE.      MAKE   THEM  THE   SAME   slzE

YOU   I)ID   BF,FORE."


